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Abstract
Separating singing voice from a mixture of singing voice
and background music is an interesting problem in the domain of digital signal processing. There are many methods
for separating singing voice from music. But separated singing voice contains background music in small amount.
Combination of Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
and wavelet thresholding can produce singing voice without
background music. ICA takes mixtures of singing voice and
background music and produces separated voice and music
signal. Then wavelet thresholding method compute threshold
from separated music signal and using that threshold, process separated singing voice. A comparison of five wavelets
for this task is also conducted. Experiments show that haar
wavelet provides good result.

Introduction
Singing voice separation from background music is
a challenging problem. It belongs to blind source separation
[1]. Blind source separation is the separation of a set of signals from set of mixed signals. The separation of signals is
done without knowing about source signals. Separating singing voices from music accompaniment is required for many
applications such as music information retrieval (MIR) studies like automatic lyrics recognition, identification of language of the song, automatic singer identification etc., and
automatic karaoke generator. Singing voice separation is an
interesting problem. Because there are some technical difficulties that make the singing voice separation is an interesting one. One of the difficulties is the similarity between
singing voice and accompaniments, e.g., a piano, a guitar,
and percussions. That is both the spectra of singing voice
and harmonic instruments, such as a piano and a guitar, have
harmonic structure. Therefore it is difficult for a simple
harmonics extraction technique to detect only the singing
voice in music signals. Second difficulty is that accompanying instruments do not satisfy some properties of “noise”
such as whiteness and stationarity. Since music signals are
not white noise and nor stationary, classical noise suppression technique will not work effectively in singing voice
separation.
For singing voice separation, speech separation
technique cannot be effective. Because the difference between singing voice and speech are significant. The main
difference is the presence of an additional formant, known as

the singing formant. This singing formant helps the voice of
a singer to stand out from the accompaniment. However, the
singing formant does not exist in other types of singing such
as the ones in rock and country music. Another difference is
based on the way of singing and speech is uttered. During
singing, a singer often intentionally stretches the voiced
sound and shrinks the unvoiced sound to match other musical instruments. This has two results. First, it changes the
percentage of voiced and unvoiced sounds in singing. The
majority of sounds generated during singing is voiced (about
90%), while speech has a larger amount of unvoiced sounds.
Second, the pitch dynamics (the evolution of pitch in time)
of singing voice tends to be piece-wise constant with abrupt
pitch changes in between. This is opposite to the declination
phenomenon in natural speech where pitch frequencies slowly drift down with smooth pitch change in an utterance. Besides these things, singing voice also has a wider pitch
range. The pitch range of normal speech is between 80 and
400 Hz while the upper pitch range of singing can be as high
as 1400 Hz. From the sound separation point of view, the
major difference between singing and speech is the nature of
other concurrent sounds. In a real acoustic environment,
speech is usually altered by interference that can be harmonic or non-harmonic, narrowband or broadband. In most cases
the interference is independent of speech in the sense that
the spectral contents of target speech and interference are
uncorrelated. For recorded singing voice, however, it is almost always accompanied by musical instruments that in
most cases are harmonic, broadband, and are associated with
singing since they are composed to be a coherent whole with
the singing voice. These differences make the singing voice
separation from the accompaniments potentially more challenging.
The implementation of this blind source separation
is done by hybrid independent component analysis (ICA)
and wavelet thresholding. The mixture of sources can be
obtained by using two microphones that are placed at different distance from sources. ICA [2][3] takes song recorded at
two microphones as inputs and produce separated singing
voice and background music. The separated singing voice
contains background music at low level. To remove that
noise like background music from separated singing voice
wavelet thresholding [4] is used. Threshold is calculated
from separated background music signal.

Independent Component Analysis
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is a method for
extracting individual signals from mixtures of signals. It is
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based on the assumption that different physical processes
generate unrelated signals. ICA can be understood in terms
of the classic ‘cocktail party’ problem, which ICA solves in
an ingenious manner. Consider a cocktail party where many
people are talking at the same time. If a microphone is present then its output is a mixture of voices. When given such
a mixture, ICA identifies those individual signal components
of the mixture that are unrelated. Given that the only unrelated signal components within the signal mixture are the
voices of different people, this is precisely what ICA finds.
Let s1 and s2 are sources for singing voice and
background music respectively. Two microphones are
placed at a different distance from the sources. Then songs
recorded at two microphones are of different amplitude. Let
x1 and x2 are songs captured by the two microphones. The
relative amplitude of each source at the microphone is related to the microphone-source distance and can be defined as
a weighing vector Aij for each source.
x=As
Where x=(x1, x2), s= (s1, s2) and A is the mixing matrix that
specifies the relative contributions of the source signals s to
each mixture xi. The matrix A defines a linear transformation on the signals s. Such linear transformations can usually be reversed in order to obtain an estimate u of source
signals s from signal mixtures x.
u=Wx
Where u= (u1, u2) and W is the separating matrix and it is the
inverse of A. Since the mixing matrix A is not known, it
cannot be used to find W. The solution to this problem is
adjust W so as to make the estimated source signals u mutually independent. This is achieved by adjusting W to maximize the joint entropy probability density function of u.

Simulation results have been carried on 30 songs
that are extracted from MIR-1 K database [10]. MIR-1 K
database consists of 1000 songs of 16 kHz sampling frequency. Each song consists of background music and singing voice recorded at left and right channels respectively.
For each song background music and singing voice are
mixed using a constant mixing matrix so as to generate a
pair of mixtures. Soft thresholding with universal threshold
is used. Wavelet thresholding is done using five wavelets
namely haar, db4, sym4, coif1 and bior 6.8. Results are
shown through comparison among them. The parameter
used for comparison is Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR).
SNR=10 log10(var(s1)/var(s1-u1))
Where u1 is the independent component corresponding to
singing voice and x is the mixture.

Wavelet Thresholding
Wavelet thresholding is a denoising technique [5] that
exploits the features of wavelet transform [6][7]. It removes
the noise by eliminating coefficient below some threshold
value. Here threshold is calculated from background music
obtained ICA. Wavelet thresholding consist of following
steps
1. Perform wavelet packet decomposition [8] on
background music obtained from ICA
2. Calculate threshold value using threshold selection
methods [9].
3. Perform wavelet packet decomposition on singing
voice obtained from ICA.
4. Apply thresholding function on coefficients of singing voice
5. Perform wavelet packet reconstruction to get clean
audible singing voice

Figure 1: Comparison of SNR for ICA and hybrid ICA and wavelet
thresholding using different wavelets at decomposition level1 for
10 songs.

Figure 1 shows the comparison of SNR for ICA and hybrid
ICA and wavelet thresholding using different wavelets at
decomposition level 1.
It shows that hybrid ICA and wavelet thresholding performs better than ICA. The proposed method achieves great75
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er SNR than ICA. And this SNR varies with type of wavelet.
From figure it is clear that haar wavelet provide greater SNR
than other wavelets. So haar wavelet is suitable for this task.

Conclusion
Hybrid ICA and wavelet thresholding can separate
singing voice from background music. The results conclude
that it can perform better than ICA. Wavelet thresholding is
done using five wavelets namely haar, db4, sym4, coif1and
bior 6.8. Out of which hybrid ICA and wavelet thresholding
with haar wavelet provides better SNR than others.
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